The motivation of this study is to enhance general topical search with a sentiment-based one where the search results (called snippets) returned by the Web search engine are clustered by sentiment categories. Firstly we developed an automatic method to identify product review documents using the snippets (summary information that includes the URL, title, and summary text), which is considered as genre classification. Then the identified snippets of product review documents were automatically classified into positive (recommended) and negative (non-recommended) documents, which is sentiment classification. Thereafter the user may directly decide to access the positive or negative review documents. In this study we used only the snippets rather than their original full-text documents, and applied a common machine learning technique, SVM (Support Vector Machine), and heuristic approaches to investigate how effectively the snippets can be used for genre and sentiment classification. For genre classification, the hybrid approach which made use of both the machine learning approach using n-gram terms and a heuristic approach using the Title, Summary Text and the URL performed slightly better than the machine learning approach alone. The best result was 84.79% accuracy with unseen 400 snippets. For sentiment classification, when we used only the snippets from PC Magazine review site and their summary texts were only used as a document feature to see whether or not the search engine provides good quality summaries (i.e. summary text) sufficient for sentiment classification, the classification accuracy was rather low. The best result was 70.73% accuracy with unseen 164 snippets. The experiment results and error analyses show that the Web search engine should improve the quality of the snippets especially for opinionated documents (i.e. review documents).
Introduction
In recent years, we have witnessed tremendous growth of online discussion groups and review sites, where an important characteristic of the posted articles is their sentiment or overall opinion towards the subject matter.
Researchers are turning their attention to a kind of non-topical classification called sentiment classification [1] . Research in sentiment classification using supervised machine learning techniques seeks to develop models (i.e. sentiment classifiers) for assigning category labels (positive or negative) to new documents or document segments based on a set of training documents that have been classified by domain experts.
In our previous work [2] , a prototype Meta search engine providing automatic sentiment classification was experimented, and it used both snippets and their full-text documents in the classification. It allows the user to specify a product name and subsequently categorizes the search results by the polarity of the desired reviews, such as recommended or not recommended. It can help the user to focus on Web articles containing either positive or negative comments. For instance, a user who is interested mainly in the negative aspects of a product (e.g., a digital camera) can look at Web articles under the negative review category.
For effective sentiment classification, non-review documents should first be filtered out so that further classification (i.e. sentiment classification) can focus on product review documents. We define a review document as a page that contains only a single non-advertorial review, since the sentiment classifier is designed to classify one review at a time. The Web search results from the search engine generally consist of various genre documents, such as e-commerce Web pages selling the product, product specifications from manufacturing companies, on-line product review documents, etc. The filtering process, called genre classification, focuses on the filtering of product review documents from the various documents in the Web search results. Figure 1 shows the sentiment-based search screen and its result pages from our prototype system that performs sentiment categorization of Web search results. The prototype search interface (Figure 1(a) ) allows the user to specify query terms, such as a product name, and passes them to a search engine selected by the user. Search results (Figure 1(b) ) are grouped into four categories, namely Positive, Negative, Neutral, and NonReviews. A positive review (Figure 1(c) ) means that the overall sentiment expressed by the document content is positive. Neutral means that the system was unable to determine the overall sentiment value for the document, that is, the review document is neither positive nor negative. Documents categorized under Non-Reviews are considered not relevant as they do not contain any review content. A page deemed by the prototype to be a nonreview will not be processed for sentiment classification.
As shown in Figure 1 (a), the user has the option to append "review" or similar words to his/her search terms as this increases the chance of retrieving review documents. The prototype system has provided a site restriction option, where two Web sites that are built especially for reviews of products can be selected (www.epinions.com and www.reviewcentre.com). The reason for this provision is to increase the likelihood of getting only review documents, because a Web search engine usually returns all sorts of pages. However, the user may also opt for "No restriction".
The function of the review filtering option is to filter out non-review documents by checking frequently occurring words in non-review documents using regular expressions. The prototype system classifies an identified review document as positive or otherwise by analyzing either the summary (i.e., the document snippets) or the full document content pointed to by the URL-the user has an option to select either. A small experiment is conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the review filtering and sentiment classification. In the experiment, 10 product queries (e.g., "canon digital ixus 400") are submitted to the Meta search engine, and the first 20 items retrieved for each query are used to calculate the accuracy of review filtering and sentiment classification. Naturally, the full document option provides better accuracy as it analyzes all the available information from the page. When the site restriction option is set to "No restriction", the full document option gives 11.5% and 16% higher accuracies than the summary option for the review filtering and sentiment classification, respectively. However, this full document option takes a longer time as the system has to fetch the individual documents. Especially when the full document contents pointed to by the URLs are not available (i.e. when encountering "document not found" error) or the Web servers serving the full document contents are slow, it takes occasionally more than several minutes to fetch the all full document contents. When only snippets are used, query results are generated faster, but the review filtering and sentiment classification accuracies are relatively low. In this study, we revisit genre and sentiment classification, and only snippets are used in the classifications since full text documents would need more processing time that delays the response time to the user. Because the snippets contains limited summary information that normally includes the URL, title, and summary text, determining whether a snippet is a review or non-review document (genre classification) and a positive or negative review document (sentiment classification) becomes a challenging task, and requires more prudent methods. Thus we apply an effective machine learning algorithm, SVM (Support Vector Machine) [3] , and heuristic and hybrid approaches to investigate how effectively the snippets can be used for genre and sentiment classification. Through the experiments, we also investigate various aspects of the snippets to see whether or not the search engine provides good quality summaries sufficient for opinionated documents classification.
In the following sections, Section 2 discusses related works of genre and sentiment classification, Sections 3 and 4 present our approaches and error analyses for genre and sentiment classification respectively and, finally, Section 5 discusses future work and conclusion.
Related Works
Research in automatic text classification mostly seeks to develop models for assigning category labels to new documents based on a set of training documents. For classification, documents are represented as sets of features from their content and style, called document vectors. Most studies of automatic text classification have focused on either "topical classification" classifying documents by subject or topic (e.g., education vs. entertainment), or "genre classification" classifying documents by document styles (e.g., fiction vs. non-fiction). A detailed introduction to automated text classification has been provided by Sebastiani [4] .
Determining whether a snippet is a review or non-review document is considered as a genre classification problem. Documents (i.e. snippets) discussing the same topic (e.g., a digital camera) can be classified into different genres, such as product specification or product review. Compared to topical classification which mainly utilizes text features of documents, genre classification uses various document style features, such as part-ofspeech and linguistic features (e.g., average sentence length), in addition to text features to analyze how documents are described. However, our study does not use document style features because snippets are too short to analyze them. Thus our approach mainly uses text features from summary text, in addition to the URL and title. We have performed a study [5] on this problem which used snippets of various product reviews and explored effects of various feature selection approaches on the classification. The detailed approaches used in the study are described in Section 3.
For genre classification, most researchers use full-text documents rather than summary documents, such as snippets. For instance, Finn, Kushmerick, and Smyth [6] investigated a genre classification, which decides whether a document presents the opinion of its author or reports facts (i.e. genre of subjectivity). C4.5, a decision tree induction program [7] , was used with various text features: bag of words (unigrams), part-of-speech, and hand-crafted shallow linguistic features. For the part-of-speech approach, a document is represented as a vector of 36 part-of-speech features, expressed as percentages of the total number of words for the document. They argued that the part-of-speech approach provided the best accuracy when the learned classifiers were generalized from the training corpus to a new domain corpus; generally, in automatic text classification, accuracy means a percentage of correctly classified documents over automatically classified documents. Kessler, Nunberg, and Schutze [8] studied automatic detection of text genre using logistic regression and neural networks techniques. The genres they investigated were reportage, editorial, scientific/technical, legal, non-fiction, and fiction. Lim, Lee, and Kim [9] used multiple sets of features specific to Web documents for genre classification. They argued that the best combination of feature sets consisted of URL, HTML tags, token information (frequencies/ratio of textual and part-of-speech tokens), most frequently used function words and punctuation marks, and chunks (multi-word expressions, such as date, time, and address).
Jindal and Liu [10] studied opinion spam in product reviews. Opinion spam is used for giving undeserving positive reviews to some target products in order to promote the products and/or giving unjust or malicious negative reviews to some other products in order to damage their reputations. Product reviews from amazon.com were used for their study, and duplicate reviews, such as duplicates from different user ids on the same product, were treated as opinion spam reviews, and logistic regression was used to build a model for opinion spam detection. This study introduces an interesting new genre classification for filtering spam reviews from a collection of review documents, and further research seems needed to investigate important features of opinion spam reviews.
Boese and Howe [11] investigated the effects of Web document evolution on genre classification. They reported that documents in some genres change rarely, and the genre classifier trained with an old corpus performed well on recent Web pages, with only a small drop in accuracy rates. From their study, genre classification using document style features seems not significantly affected by document evolution, compared to topical classification using text features that change over time. Since our study does not use document style features, the genre classifier learned from our study may be affected by document (snippets) evolution. Other genre classification works are well summarized in [12] .
Though machine-learning techniques have long been used in topical text classification with good results, they are less effective when applied to sentiment classification [13] . Sentiment classification is a more difficult task compared to traditional topical classification, which classifies articles by comparing individual words (unigrams) in various subject areas. Some researchers have carried out studies of automatic sentiment classification. Pang, Lee, and Vaithyanathan [13] examined the effectiveness of three machine learning methods (Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy, and Support Vector Machines SVM) for the sentiment classification of movie reviews (http://reviews.imdb.com/Reviews). They used mainly features based on unigrams (with negation tagging) and bigrams. SVM returned the best results (82.9% accuracy), using unigrams with binary weighting indicating the presence or absence of a feature.
Turney [14] used an unsupervised machine learning technique to estimate the semantic orientation of a word based on its association with the words "excellent" and "poor", that is, the extent to which the word co-occurs with "excellent" and "poor" in a text collection. Mutual information was used as the association measure, and was computed using statistics (i.e. the number of hits returned) gathered by the Alta Vista search engine. The document phrases are bigrams, where one member of the pair is an adjective or an adverb and the second provides context. An average accuracy of 74% was achieved when the algorithm was evaluated on reviews from Epinions (http://www.epinions.com), sampled from four different domains (automobiles, banks, movies, and travel destination). The main limitation of this algorithm is the time required to calculate the semantic orientation of document phrases, done by sending queries to the search engine.
In a previous study [15] , we investigated the effectiveness of using a machine learning algorithm (Support Vector Machine SVM) on various text features to classify online product reviews from Review Centre (www.reviewcentre.com) into recommended and not recommended. The majority of reviews were of mobile phones and electronic equipment, and full text documents are used. In sentiment classification, unigrams are not good enough for accurate classification. As an example, the sentence "I'd never regretted purchasing it" is actually a positive comment. However, the unigram approach treats "never" and "regretted" as separate negative words. From our previous experiments, compared with the unigram approach, the use of "unigram with negation phrases" (e.g., "never regret") through simple linguistic processing improved classification accuracy slightly from 76% to 79%.
Drori and Alon [16] studied four different user interface mock-ups that display document search results. They argued that the most effective and efficient method is the one that displays the title of the document, the relevant lines from the document, and the topical categories. The recent search engines, such as Google, display the title of the document, the relevant sentences matching with user query terms (i.e. summary text), but not the categories which require automatic topical categorization. Mordechai, Frank, and Drori [17] continued Drori and Alon's previous work [16] and proposed a model, called the TTLS (Taxonomy Tree & LCC&K (Line in Context, Categories & Keywords) Snippet), for displaying the search results. They developed a prototype system based on the TTLS model, and the system provides categories-based grouping of search results (in their study, categories of documents are manually tagged in advance). They argued that the participants in their user evaluation could find relevant information more efficiently with the TTLS-based user interface, but they were less efficient with the normal user interface just listing search results without category information.
Several researchers have developed classification/clustering tools to categorize Web search results to help users locate relevant and useful information on the World Wide Web. For the classification/clustering they generally use the snippets from the search engine to provide reasonable response time to the user. Chen and Dumais [18] designed a user interface that automatically groups Web search results into predefined topical categories such as automotive, local interest, using a machine learning algorithm, SVM. The tool devised by Zeng et al. [19] provides clustering of Web search results, and uses salient phrases extracted from the ranked list of documents as cluster names. For instance, with a query input, Jaguar, the generated cluster names are Jaguar Cars, Panthera onca, Mac OS, Big Cats, Clubs, and Others. Vivisimo (http://vivisimo.com) is an example of an operational clustering tool for Web search results. These tools, however, focused mainly on topical categorization-categorizing documents by subject or topical area.
As discussed in the Introduction section, grouping Web search results into sentiment categories would help users locate relevant information with a desired sentiment. It would be also useful for the user if the search engine could provide the genre categories of documents in search results, or categorize search results by various genres. Montesi and Navarrete [20] studies the Web browser history of a software engineer, and manually classified all the web pages he had browsed over a period of 12 days into 23 Web genres (e.g., Brochures, Product pages, Threads, and Reviews). They argued that the participant focused on specific Web genres' documents at different search phases. For instance, he looked at brochures to get the introduction of a product, but looked at threads on discussion boards to get specific answers. It means that when the users are searching for relevant documents, they may want to focus on specific genres of the documents. Thus the genre categories displayed in the search results would be informative to the users.
Genre Classification of Product Reviews Snippets
Genre classification of product review documents is conducted with a dataset of 1200 snippets, where there are 600 product review documents and 600 non-review documents. The first 800 snippets are used for training and testing of the machine learning model with 10-fold cross validation. The remaining 400 snippets are kept as unseen documents for final evaluation of the approaches.
A search engine, Google, is used in this study to gather the snippets of 1200 documents by submitting around 120 queries. The queries are submitted in the format of a product name followed by the key word "Review". For example, the query "Dell XPS M1710 Review" is used for the product "Dell XPS M1710". When the results are returned by the search engine, mainly from the first and second result pages, around 10 snippets are collected for each product (i.e. each query), and they are manually classified as either review or non-review documents. The manual analysis of the content is done by following the URL of the snippets and reviewing the full text. If the content is found to be a user or an expert review with ratings, it is classified as a review document. In addition, a comprehensive full-review without rating is also classified as a review document. The documents with product specifications, advertorial reviews (containing only praises of the product), multiple brief reviews, and list of review links or non-review-related contents are classified as non-review documents. In our data collection, we try to have the same number of review and non-review documents for each product to avoid data bias. Otherwise, a product name itself can be an indicator for a genre prediction. In this study, the domain of electronic products is selected and products such as digital camera, mobile phone, MP3 player, PC, PDA, notebook, printer, and monitor are included.
Machine Learning Approach Machine
In the study, SVM is used as a machine learning approach and the various components of the snippets are experimented as document features for effective classification. Unigrams (individual words), n-grams (phrases), and feature reduction are also explored to improve the accuracy. As the input to SVM, the text is converted into bags of terms (called document vectors), which are stemmed using Porter's stemming algorithm [21] after removing the stop words. Term Frequency (TF) is used as a weighting factor for the terms.
The terms are extracted from the title, the summary text, the URL and the similar pages of the snippets. Five features are experimented as document features as shown in Table 1 : "Title", "Summary Text", "URL Domain", "URL Folder" and "Similar Pages". The feature "Title" comes from the title of the snippets which is the text "Motorola RAZR V3 Reviews" as in the following snippet example. The feature "Summary Text" comes from the plain text below the title which is the text "User Reviews for the Motorola RAZR V3. Plus specs, features, discussion forum, photos, merchants, and accessories". The URL is divided into two parts, "URL Domain" which is "www.phonescoop.com" and "URL Folder" which is "phones". Finally, the feature "Similar Pages" is extracted from the snippets of the similar pages by following the link "Similar pages", which is automatically generated by the search engine (i.e. Google) to retrieve the similar pages which are related to the current snippet.
Motorola RAZR V3 Reviews User Reviews for the Motorola RAZR V3. Plus specs, features, discussion forum, photos, merchants, and accessories.
www.phonescoop.com/phones/user_reviews.php?phone=547 Similar pages
As shown in the above snippet, the Summary Text of a snippet from the search engine contains a small number of words (around 15-30 words), and is not like a high-quality summary of traditional textual summarization which generally selects a subset or rewrites some of the original sentences from the document to capture the main points. The Summary Text can come from any part of the full text (the actual algorithm for generating snippets is not released to the public; some of patents granted to the search engine might be available), but the search engine tries to take one or two sentences matching with user input query terms (i.e. keywords) from the original Web page (it might also take sentences from a meta description tag or a description of the page from a directory). Mostly this low-quality Summary Text of snippets will affect automatic classification of product review snippets. Ravid et al. [22] reported in their study how the quality of the Summary Text affected the searching behaviour of information searchers. They analyzed the log file of the SHIL website (the Israeli Citizens' Advice Bureau), and found that about 60.7% of the requests reaching SHIL from external sites are from general search engines. After submitting the query "National Insurance" (in Hebrew) to Google, many users reached a specific page on the SHIL site linked from the search results page since the snippet Google displayed for the SHIL page summarizes the page content in a much more attractive way than a popular insurance Web site (the National Insurance Institute of Israel) which had the top result.
In our data collection, the Summary Text of a snippet contains a product name since a product name is used as user input query terms. The Title of a snippet also contains a product name with the similar reason. The URL folder may have meaningful terms, such as a product category. The test results with the first 800 snippets are shown in Table 1 . When unigrams are used, the best result comes from the feature selection option GC.S6, which uses the Title and the URL domain and folder. When the Summary Text of the snippets is included as a document feature, it reduces the accuracy of the classification because the Summary Text can come from any part of the full text and, thus, it distracts the SVM model when it comes to classification. When the similar pages are included in the text, the accuracy of classifier also decreases significantly because the similar pages are mainly product information pages, but not product review documents. In our study, accuracy is calculated using the following formula: 
Since we use 10-fold cross validation, the 10 results from the folds are averaged to produce a single accuracy. The machine learning approach produces better results when using n-grams than when using just unigrams for model building and classification. In the study, the n-grams consist of unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams. For instance "review", "full review", and "unbiased review document" are valid terms in the n-grams. The best result comes from the GC.S7 option, which uses n-grams of the Title and the URL domain and folder without any feature reduction. The options using the same features as GC.S7 but with feature reduction (GC.S8 and GC.S9) do not perform better than GC.S7 in terms of accuracies but the computation cost is significantly reduced since around 10,000 n-gram terms are reduced to 3,000 terms. For feature reduction, information gain and chi-square values are used [23] .
Terms such as "unbiased review", "comparison" and "comprehensive", and domain names such as "reviews.cnet.com", "review.zdnet.com" and "www.pcmag.com" occur very frequently in the URL and text of the review snippets. For the non-review snippets, terms such as "price", "spec" and "shop" occur commonly.
Heuristic Approach
A heuristic approach is also developed to experiment whether a simpler heuristic approach with semiautomatically constructed domain knowledge can perform as good as the machine learning approach. In contrast to the machine learning approach which uses thousands of terms, this approach uses only hundreds of terms for classification. It is based on the review and non-review lists of n-gram terms which are constructed by analyzing the 800 snippets. Through the analysis, meaningful terms with high information gain or chi-square values are taken into consideration. Also manually constructed terms are added to the lists. These lists then are used to distinguish the review and non-review documents using the Title, the Summary Text and the URLs of the snippets. Some sample entries of the lists are shown in Table 2 . For the Title's review and non-review lists, n-gram terms with high information gain or chi-square values are collected first from the titles of the snippets, and the terms which appear mainly in review documents are added into the Review List while those which appear more in non-review documents are added into the Non-Review List. The distinguishing terms such as "editor review" for review titles and "software download" for non review titles are also included although they may not have high information gain or chi-square values, or may not appear in automatically generated n-grams. The Review and Non-Review Lists of the Summary Text are constructed in the same way. For the URL lists, only terms with high information gain or chi-square values are added into either the Review or the Non-Review List.
The following formula is used for calculating information gain of a feature (or a term), which measures the expected reduction in entropy caused by partitioning the training documents according to the feature [12, 24] . Chisquare values measuring the lack of independence between features and categories are calculated in a similar way.
Where f is a term, K is the total number of classes (i.e. 2 in our dataset), c 1 and c 2 are positive and negative category respectively, or vice versa, Pr(c i ) is the percentage of documents in category c i from total training documents (i.e. the 800 snippets), Pr( f ) is the percentage of documents in which feature f is present, Pr( f ) is the percentage of documents in which feature f is absent, Pr(c i | f) is the conditional probability of category c i given feature f, and Pr(c i | f ) is the conditional probability of category c i given feature f is absent.
For the heuristic approach, a linear combination of the three features is used as shown in Formula 3. W Heuristic represents the classification output value where positive or negative value indicates a review document or a nonreview document respectively. The parameters α, β and γ are weights on the Title, Summary Text and URL. Based on our trial and error analysis, their optimal values are 0.3, 0.1 and 0.5 respectively. It shows that the URL is given a higher weight than others. If a snippet comes from a known review site, it is most likely to be a review document regardless of the other terms in the snippet. The heuristic approach is tested with the 800 snippets and it performs comparatively well as the machine learning approach, with only a small drop in accuracy rates. The best accuracy is achieved when the Title, the Summary Text, and the URL of the snippets are used together (GC.H4 in Table 3 ). Table 4 shows the results of the heuristic approach when tested with the unseen documents (i.e. the 400 snippets). The heuristic approach using only the URL shows significantly lower accuracy when it is tested with the 400 unseen snippets (GC.H3 in Table 4 ) than when it is tested with the initial 800 snippets (GC.H3 in Table 3 ). This is because some URLs from the 400 unseen snippets do not match with URL terms in the URL lists collected from the 800 snippets, and the URL lists alone are not enough to determine review documents. Also the terms in the Review and the Non-Review Lists are partially biased to the training dataset (i.e. the 800 snippets) where they are collected from. 
Hybrid Approach
This experiment seeks to find out whether the hybrid approach, a combination of both the machine learning and the heuristic approach, can be employed to improve the outcome of the classification. The results of the experiment show that the hybrid approach performs better than both the machine learning and the heuristic approach though not substantially. The outcome of the hybrid approach (W Hybrid ) is calculated by combining the outcomes of the SVM approach (W SVM ) and the heuristic approach (W Heuristic ). The parameters λ and µ are used to fine-tune the outcome. For this initial evaluation, the values are set as 1 to equally weight the two approaches.
When testing with the 800 snippets, the best options, GC.HB2 and GC.HB4 (Table 5 ), achieve an accuracy of 89.30%. GC.HB2 is a combination of GC.S7 (Table 1) , a machine learning approach using n-grams without feature reduction, and GC.H4 (Table 3) , a heuristic approach using the Title, Summary Text and the URL. On the other hand, GC.HB4 is a combination of GC.S9 (Table 1) , a machine learning approach using n-grams with feature reduction using information gain, and GC.H4 (Table 3) . It is also observed that the test results of hybrid approaches GC.HB3 and GC.HB4 which utilize feature reduction, perform slightly better than GC.S7 (Table 1) , a machine learning approach without any feature reduction. The same approaches are then tested with the 400 unseen snippets. The hybrid approach generally performs better than the machine learning approach or the heuristic approach alone as shown in Table 6 . The best result comes from GC.HB2, which is a combination of a machine learning approach using n-gram terms without feature reduction and a heuristic approach using the Title, Summary Text and the URL. 
Error Analysis
When analyzing the error cases encountered by the approaches, it is observed that the errors are mostly because the classification is done based on just snippets which are relatively very short and occasionally contain incomplete sentences. In such a scenario, even human coders will not be able to distinguish snippets of the nonreview documents from those of review documents without looking at the full texts.
The following is an example snippet of a review document with a rating which is wrongly classified by both the machine learning and heuristic approaches as a non-review document because the snippet does not have enough terms related to review documents.
URL: www.vnunet.com/personal-computer-world/hardware/2187326/lexmark-c534dn
Title: Review: Lexmark C534dn laser printer -vnunet.com Summary Text: Fast monochrome and color printing in one compact device.
The following is an example snippet of a non-review document which is wrongly classified by the machine learning and heuristic approaches as a review document because it has some terms related to review documents.
URL: mobilereviews.o2.co.uk/userreview/home
Title: Mobile reviews -Mobiles & Tariffs -O2 Summary Text: Welcome to O2. Read and write reviews on the latest mobile phones.
When testing the hybrid approach with the unseen 400 snippets, it is observed that 28 out of 88 errors made by the heuristic approach are corrected by the machine learning approach. On the other hand, 7 out of 67 errors made by the machine learning approach are corrected by the heuristic approach. We believe that in the hybrid approach the machine learning and heuristic approaches use different logics and complement each other to give better performance.
Sentiment Classification of Product Reviews Snippets
Sentiment classification of product review documents is conducted with a dataset of 950 snippets. The first 700 snippets are used for training and testing of the machine learning model with 10-fold cross validation. The remaining 250 snippets are kept as unseen documents for final evaluation of the approaches. Besides the existing snippets of review documents used in Section 3, additional snippets are collected in a similar way. When the full text of a snippet is a user or an expert review with a rating, a rating value is mainly considered for sentiment tagging. If the rating of a snippet is above average value, such as 5 or above 5 out of 10, it is tagged as a positive review document. Otherwise, it is tagged as a negative review document. Some review documents with a rating value slightly higher than average, such as 6 out of 10, are tagged as negative if the content is generally negative. In addition, a full-review without rating is also read, and classified as either a positive or negative review document.
As discussed in Section 3, the Summary Text of a snippet from the search engine contains a small number of words, and does not provide a high-quality summary. The Summary Text can come from any part of the full text, though the search engine tries to display one or two sentences matching the user query terms. For the most part, this low-quality Summary Text will affect automatic sentiment classification of product review snippets. For instance, the snippet's Summary Text of a positive review may happen to have only negative sentences matching with user input query terms (i.e. a product name) from the original text. Conversely, the snippet's Summary Text of a negative review may have positive sentences only. In a more difficult and common case, the Summary Text of a snippet may have only objective sentences which do not reveal any sentiment of the reviewer. Table 7 shows sample snippets from three review Web sites. The snippets from PC Magazine (www.pcmag.com) mostly contain reviewers' sentiments in the Summary Text part. However, the snippets from CNET/ZDNet (review.zdnet.com/ reviews.cnet.com/) and Review Centre (www.reviewcentre.com) do not contain reviewers' sentiments at all in the Summary Text. Therefore, we collected more snippets from the PC Magazine site (714 out of 950 snippets) since we were more interested in the snippets containing sentiment words. In our data collection, we try to have the same number of positive and negative reviews for each product to avoid data bias. Otherwise, a product name itself can be an indicator for a sentiment prediction. In general, there are far more positive reviews than negative reviews, and some products do not have negative reviews at all. Thus it took us more time to collect sentimentally balanced snippets for each product. But still there exists a slight data bias since for a few products we could not find the same number of negative reviews. As shown in Table 7 , in each snippet, the Summary Text and the Title of a snippet contains a product name matching with user input query terms. Table 7 . Sample snippets from the data collection 
Machine Learning Approach with all snippets
In this study, SVM is also used as a machine learning approach and the various components of the snippets are experimented as document features for effective sentiment classification. Mainly n-grams (phrases) are used as document vector terms since they improve classification accuracy compared to unigrams (individual words). The n-grams in this study have up to trigrams (phrases with three words) including unigrams and bigrams since the ngrams more than three words contain mostly infrequent terms, and unigrams and bigrams have many useful common terms. The terms are extracted from the title, the summary text, and the URL of the snippets. Four features are experimented as document features as shown in Tables 8 and 9 : "Title", "Summary Text", "URL Domain", and "URL Folder".
The test results with the first 700 snippets are shown in Table 8 . When n-grams are used without any feature reduction, the best result comes from the feature selection option SC.S5, which uses the Title, the Summary Text, and the URL Domain and Folder. The feature selection options of SC.S2, SC.S3, and SC.S4 produce similar results, but slightly lower accuracies.
When the Summary Text of the snippet is only used as a document feature (SC.S1 in Table 8 ), it reduces classification accuracy significantly. It is because the Summary Text can come from any part of the original full text and does not reflect the sentiment of original review document.
When the Title of the snippet is only used (SC.S2), it produces a relatively good accuracy. As shown in Table  7 , the Title of the snippet contains some of a product name, a product category, a product brand name, a review Web site name, sentiment words (e.g., great, top, best, excellent, worst, etc.), and additional associated words of review documents (e.g., reviews, comparison, etc.). We observe that the sentiment classification model considers product categories and product brand names as positive or negative features by counting the number of occurrences of these words in negative and positive reviews in the training set. For instance, the Title of the snippet "Back-To-School Notebooks -WinBook X4 2.0 -Reviews by PC Magazine" is classified to a negative review since most of negative reviews of notebooks in the training set contain the word "Notebooks" in their Titles, but all of positive reviews of notebooks do not contain "Notebooks". Thus the model seems partially biased to the current dataset. Since the Title feature does not carry many sentiment words, the SVM model learned from the Title of the snippet is more like the model for topical classification. We also notice that when the Summary Text and/or the URL of the snippets are included as additional document features with the Title feature (SC.S3, SC.S4, and SC.S5), it helps improve accuracy slightly, rather than distracting the SVM model when it comes to classification. Since the Title itself contains limited numbers of words, the additional words from the Summary Text and the URL help improve accuracy a little bit.
The test results of the machine learning approach when tested with the unseen 250 snippets are shown in Table 9 . The SVM model built with the initial dataset of the 700 snippets is tested for the unseen snippets. The accuracy of the test using the feature selection option SC.S5 is consistently better than the accuracy of the tests using the other feature selection options. However when the Summary Text or the URL of the snippets are included as additional document features with the Title feature (SC.S3 and SC.S4), it does not help improve accuracy. 
Machine Learning Approach with the PC Magazine snippets
In Section 4.1, the feature selection option SC.S5 (Table 8) , which uses the Title, the Summary Text, and the URL Domain and Folder, produces a relatively good accuracy. However, the model learned from the features is partially biased to the training dataset (e.g., a specific product category considered as a negative feature), and is not a genuine sentiment classifier. Thus in this section, we build a model only using sentiment information (i.e. subjective sentences) from the snippets.
As shown in Table 7 , in the current dataset, sentiment words mainly occur in the Summary Text of the snippets from the PC Magazine review site. Thus, we use only the snippets from PC Magazine (714 snippets) to build the SVM model for sentiment classification, and the Summary Text is only used as a document feature. The test result with the first 550 snippets is shown in Table 10 . The classification accuracy is rather low like the feature option SC.S1 in Tables 8 and 9 . If the Title feature were used together with the Summary Text, the accuracy would be higher. But we use only the Summary Text to see whether or not the search engine provides good quality summaries (i.e. the Summary Texts) sufficient for sentiment classification. Table 11 shows the test result of the machine learning approach which is built with the 550 snippets, and applied to the unseen 164 snippets. The accuracy of the test is slightly better than the test using 10-fold validation with the 550 snippets. To investigate what kinds of terms are distinct indicators for positive and negative snippets, n-gram terms with high information gain or chi-square values are collected from the Summary Texts of the 550 snippets. The terms which appear mainly in positive review documents are added into the Positive Term List while those which appear more in negative review documents are added into the Negative Term List. Some sample entries of the lists are shown in Table 12 . For each term, three numbers enclosed in parentheses are listed where the first number is a document frequency of a term in total documents (i.e. 550 snippets), the second one is a percentage of positive snippets containing the term, and the third one is a percentage of negative snippets containing the term. 100/0) friendly (4/100/0) neat (4/100/0) easily (4/100/0) wish (4/100/0) perfect (4/100/0) high end (4/100/0) slick (4/100/0) powerful (10/80/20) cheap (11/9.10/90.90) high price (6/0/100) although the (5/0/100) but is (5/0/100) flat (5/0/100) down (5/0/100) disappoints (4/0/100) clumsy (3/0/100) lowest (3/0/100) detract from (3/0/100) early adopters (3/0/100) small image (3/0/100) no frills (3/0/100) bugs (3/0/100) price (81/40/60) better choices out (2/0/100) bargain hunters (2/0/100) short of (2/0/100) isn't ready (2/0/100) its shortcomings (2/0/100) cheap price (2/0/100) As an example case from Table 12 , "best" occurs mainly in positive reviews, 23 out of 26 reviews. However, 'best' also occurs in 3 negative reviews. The followings are the Summary Texts of the negative snippets:
• "First isn't necessarily best. The Concord Eye-Q Go Wireless camera is a case in point."
• "Delightfully stylish, small and light, but clumsy navigation makes it best for hands-off operation."
• "The Xerox WorkCentre 490cx is best regarded as a reasonably capable printer that has faxing, copying, and scanning thrown in."
The first case is a negation problem. The term "best" is negated with "not". The second case is a rather complex case where "best" is used in a negative way. This is a kind of inference problem which requires contextual information to infer true meaning of the statement. The third case is a quality problem of the snippets from the search engine. The Summary Text in the third case describes positive aspects of a product, but its original review is a negative review. In the negative review, the reviewer discusses mainly negative aspects, but also discusses positive aspects. In the third case, a positive sentence is extracted from its original review document and used as a summary. Thus the quality of the Summary Text, especially for opinionated documents, should be improved by the search engine. The following is the original review document of the third snippet case (the positive sentence is the first line in the original review).
The Xerox WorkCentre 490cx is best regarded as a reasonably capable printer that has faxing, copying, and scanning thrown in. It targets the low end of the small-business market.
……
Output was no better than acceptable. In default mode, we saw obvious banding, visible dithering, and somewhat ragged lines in graphics. In quality mode we saw subtle banding, barely visible dithering, and crisper lines. Photos on photo paper can't pass for true photographic quality except on casual inspection. The 490cx's results on our tests were on the low side of average, with some below-average scores.
The 490cx offers a gray-scale mode for faxing and allows color copying, though glossy photos did not copy well. Consider settling for this model only if you can't afford something better.
Also we observe that there are some non-sentiment words among the terms having high information gain. The example terms are "product", "review", "users", "delivers", "hp", and "Pentium". These words are biased to the current dataset, and would not be useful for the sentiment classification of totally unknown review documents. Since only 550 snippets are used to collect significant positive and negative terms from the Summary Text, the constructed terms are far fewer than comprehensive term lists, such as the positive/negative word lists in General Inquirer [25] . For sentiment classification, we have not explored heuristic and hybrid approaches since positive and negative terms from the current dataset are very limited. Generally sentiment classification requires a large number of sentiment words, compared to genre classification which seems working well with a small number of review and non-review terms.
Error Analysis
The following is an example snippet of a positive review document which is wrongly classified by the machine learning approach as a negative document because the snippet expresses mixed sentiments. In this case, even human coders would not be able to determine the polarity of the snippet without looking at the full text. URL: http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2327340,00.asp Title: Nokia N78 -At A Glance -Reviews by PC Magazine Summary Text: The Symbian-based Nokia N78 is a solid unlocked alternative to the popular RIM BlackBerry Pearl, but it lags behind other Nokia smartphones in value
The following is an example snippet of a negative review document which is wrongly classified by the machine learning approach as a positive document because it has mostly positive terms. Again this case is a quality problem of the snippet from the search engine.
Discussion and conclusion
In this study we used only the snippets rather than their original full-text documents, and applied a common machine learning technique, SVM (Support Vector Machine), and heuristic and hybrid approaches to investigate how effectively the snippets can be used for genre and sentiment classification.
For genre classification, the machine learning approach using SVM performs the best with just the title and URL (domain and folder names) of the snippets as phrase terms (n-grams). The heuristic approach which mainly makes use of domain knowledge performs as well as the machine learning approach in our experiments. The heuristic approach with the title, URL and the summary text of the snippets gives the best performance. The hybrid approach which makes use of both the machine learning approach and domain knowledge performs slightly better than the machine learning approach alone.
For sentiment classification, the SVM performs the best with the title, summary text, and URL of the snippets from various review sites as phrase terms (n-grams). When we use only the snippets from PC Magazine (714 snippets) and their summary texts are only used as a document feature, the classification accuracy is rather low. To investigate distinct indicators for positive and negative snippets, n-gram terms with high information gain or chi-square values are collected from the summary texts of the 550 PC Magazine snippets. We observe that sentiment classification requires a large number of sentiment words, compared to genre classification.
The experiment results and error analyses show that the snippets from the search engine are not sufficient for sentiment classification. The search engine should improve the quality of the summary text especially for opinionated documents (i.e. review documents). In general, sentiment classification is a more complex problem than genre classification. Also the summary text of the snippets contains only one or two sentences and sometimes they express mixed sentiments. These characteristics make it more difficult to detect a right sentiment polarity toward a target product. Thus more complex linguistic and information extraction approaches are needed for sentence-level sentiment classification of the snippets, rather than the machine learning approach that works well for document-level sentiment classification.
The limitation of this study is that it is conducted only for the electronic product review documents through a search engine and it may not work consistently for other domains, such as movie reviews. For future work, more evaluations and experiments will be carried out with larger datasets and a wider range of products using various Web search engines.
